European Workshop
Final Program

A SERVICE PLATFORM FOR AGGREGATION, PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING DATA

A Workshop for public and private actors active in the field of urban and regional planning in Europe

Brussels, 29 November 2013, 10.00 – 15.00

ISOCARP Brussels Liaison Office
Avenue d’Auderghem 63 Oudergemlaan
B – 1040 Brussels

Please register: vancutsem@isocarp.org
Venue:
BELO Brussels Europe Liaison Office - ISOCARP Brussels Liaison Office
Avenue d’Auderghem 63 Oudergemlaan - B – 1040 Brussels

10.00  Registration and Coffee

10.30  Welcome, Joachim Rix, IGD and Didier Vancutsem, ISOCARP

10.40  Towards a European spatial planning geoportal: the French "géoportail de l’urbanisme", François Salgé, Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development, Transports and Housing, France

11.00  The ESPON programme and the use of spatial data on the European level, Marjan van Herwijnen, Project Expert - Statistics, Data and Maps, ESPON Coordination Unit, Luxembourg

11.20  International Property Measurement Standards: measurement of property in support of valuations connected to urban planning data, Tony Mulhall MA MSc MRICS, Associate Director, RICS Professional Groups and Forums, London, UK

11.40  Spatial Data and Urban Planning - how they are interlinked, Norbert Janiesch, Department Geoinformation, Regionalverband FrankfurtRheinMain, Germany

12.00  The plan4business platform as tool for urban development – its business model, Joachim Rix, Fraunhofer IGD, Darmstadt– Przemyslaw Turos, Geosystems Poland

12.20  Working Lunch

13.20  The features of the plan4business platform, Tomas Mildorf, UWB / Tor Øveli, AVINET

13.40  Plan4business: What are benefits for customers and end-users, Karel Chavat, HSRS

14.00  Discussion and Feedback, moderated by ISOCARP

15.00  Closing
Registration
Please register at: vancutsem@isocarp.org

Access and Accommodation – further details

Access:
The ISOCARP Brussels Liaison Office is located near the Metro Station “Schuman”.

To get there:

By Plane, from Brussels Airport:
Train from Brussels Airport to Brussels Central Station - Change to Metro Line 1 Direction “Schuman”,
Or
Airport Bus (STIB) from Brussels Airport (station located Level -1 in Airport Building) direct to Station Schuman – 5 min walk to the venue

By Metro, from Railway Central Station
Metro Lines Direction “Schuman – 5 min walk to the venue


By car:
See Local Map – parking around is difficult – please try to come by public transport.